An optical coherence tomography system has been developed that was designed specifically for imaging the isolated crystalline lens. Cross-sectional OCT images were recorded on 40 lenses from 32 human donors with an age range of 6-82 years. A method has been developed to measure the axial thickness and average refractive index of the lens from a single recorded image. The measured average group refractive index at the measurement wavelength of 825 nm was converted to the average phase refractive index at 589 nm using lens dispersion data from the literature. The average refractive index for all lenses measured was 1.408 ± 0.005 which agrees well with recent MRI measurements of the lens index gradient. A linear regression of the data resulted in a statistically significant decrease in the average refractive index with age, but a simple linear model was insufficient to explain the age dependence. The results presented here suggest that the peak refractive index in the nucleus is closer to 1.420, rather than the previously accepted value of 1.406.
Introduction
Accommodation is the process by which the eye changes its optical power to focus on near objects such as when reading. The power increase during accommodation is primarily due to a change in the shape of the lens. As we age, the eye gradually loses its ability to change focus for near work eventually leading to presbyopia, the total loss of near focus. Normally, this condition is easily treated with the aid of spectacles but recent interest has focused on developing surgical treatments to restore accommodation, including the implantation of accommodating intraocular lenses and lens refilling procedures designed to replace traditional cataract surgery. All surgical methods designed to restore accommodation require a thorough understanding of the mechanism of accommodation in order to be effective and many details of the optomechanical response of the lens have yet to be quantified.
One property of the crystalline lens that is important for both accommodation and presbyopia is its refractive index. It is well known that the lens has a non-uniform refractive index distribution in the form of a gradient that increases from the lens surface toward the nucleus. The index gradient contributes to the total optical power of the lens, that is, the power of the lens is greater than it would be if the lens were homogeneous and had a uniform refractive index equal to its peak value in the nucleus. Furthermore, there is evidence that the index gradient may contribute to the amplitude of accommodation Ho, Erickson, Manns, Pham, and Parel (2001) , Garner and Smith (1997) , Pierscionek (1990) , but the exact form of the gradient and how it changes with age is still not fully understood.
Accurate measurements of the lens index gradient are of interest to anyone concerned with optical modeling of eye, more so in recent years with the development of finite-element models of the lens which depend heavily on accurate data. Most measurements however, have done little to improve on the early refractometer measurements used by Gullstrand in his ''exact schematic eye" where the lens surface index is 1.386 and the ''equivalent core lens" is 1. 406 Southall, 1962 . These values for the central lens (nucleus) index and the surface (cortex) index have largely become accepted values in the literature Atchison and Smith, 2000 , however, the value of 1.406 that Gullstrand uses for the central index is a calculated value that fits measured data of the lens power and surface curvatures in a schematic eye model, and it is not a direct measurement of the actual central index. Nevertheless, several studies have reported measured values of the central index that are very close to Gullstrand's ''equivalent core lens" Sivak and Mandelman, 1982 , 1989 , 1997 . In another report by Pierscionek and Augusteyn, 1993 , the refractive index gradient was measured by laser ray trac-ing resulting in a central index of 1.418. This value is similar to the accepted value for the equivalent refractive index, n eq ¼ 1:42 Atchison and Smith, 2000, which is a constant value for the refractive index of the lens based on known surface curvatures and optical power. Since the index gradient in the lens contributes to the total power of the lens, it follows that the equivalent index must be larger than the maximum value of the central index.
Many of the studies reporting refractive index measurements rely on destructive techniques or suffer from artifacts due to tissue handling and storage. Given the variability in reported results, nondestructive measurement methods may help clear up ambiguity among the reported values. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was used recently to map the refractive index distribution in the isolated crystalline lens Jones, Atchison, Meder, and Pope, 2005 , 2002 and in vivo Jones, Atchison, and Pope, 2007 . From the index maps, sagittal profiles were extracted and the mean central refractive index was found to be n c ¼ 1:418 for 20 isolated lenses Jones et al., 2005 , and n c ¼ 1:420 for in vivo measurements on 44 subjects Jones et al., 2007 , both of which are higher than the previously accepted value of % 1:406. Theses studies represent the first nondestructive measurements of the index gradient that were not based on any model assumptions of the lens. However, because MRI measures the transverse relaxation rate of water protons in a protein solution, careful calibration must be performed to translate this information into quantitative measurements of the local index. It is in this respect that additional nondestructive measurements of the refractive index using other techniques will help validate existing data as well as provide new insight into the nature of the index gradient.
Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) is a noninvasive imaging technique that records cross-sectional images of transparent tissues. OCT is based on low-coherence interferometry and thus can be used to measure the optical thickness of a sample. Since the optical thickness is the product of the refractive index n and the geometric thickness t, OCT can provide accurate measurements of the refractive index provided the geometric thickness is known. OCT has been used previously to investigate the refractive index gradient of zebrafish lenses Gupta, 2006, 2007 , however both studies rely on geometric or model assumptions of the lens index that limit their applicability to quantitative measurements of the human lens index. In this study, we report the development of an OCT system designed to image the isolated human crystalline lens and describe a method for simultaneously measuring the thickness and refractive index that is independent of any model assumptions of the gradient. OCT images are recorded on isolated human crystalline lenses and from the image data, we are able to measure the refractive index directly. The results presented will be compared to those from other reports.
Methods

Crystalline lens experiments
All eyes were obtained and used in compliance with the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki for research involving the use of human tissue. OCT scans were recorded on 40 intact lenses from 32 human eyes with an age range of 6-82 years. Whole globes were obtained from several eye banks between 1 and 4 days postmortem and the globes were delivered in sealed chambers with saline soaked gauze. The lens was extracted within 4 h of receiving the globe by sectioning the cornea, removing the iris, and cutting the zonules.
The lens was placed in a sample chamber filled with Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium with Ham's F-12 (DMEM) solution to preserve hydration (Augusteyn, Rosen, Borja, Ziebarth, & Parel, 2006) . The sample chamber (Fig. 1) was terminated by optical windows that are anti-reflection (AR) coated on one surface which is oriented towards the air side of the chamber to reduce the power of unwanted reflections. The windows permit a clear view of the lens for the scanning beam and serve as reference planes in the OCT image for the refractive index measurements. An aluminum ring of thickness 5.0 mm is used as a spacer between the anterior and posterior windows and the lens is placed on a rubber O-ring within the spacer. The diameter of the O-ring is chosen so that the lens equator rests along the circumference of the O-ring. After the lens is placed in the chamber, the anterior window is placed on the spacer to close the sample chamber and it is aligned for scanning by translating the lens such that a specular reflection is seen from the anterior surface of the lens. It is at this location that the lens axis is aligned with the scan axis. In the case of a tilted lens, it was repositioned to assure that it was normal to the beam.
OCT system
The OCT system is a time-domain system that acquires 20 Alines/s. The axial scanlength of the system is 10 mm in air (% 7:5 mm in solution) and was designed so that an entire human crystalline lens could be imaged in a single scan. The light source is a superluminescent diode (SLD) with a nearly Gaussian spectrum having a specified center wavelength of 825 nm, a bandwidth of 25 nm, and an output power of 6 mW (SLD-38-HP, Superlum, Cork, Ireland). The system resolution is 12 lm and the sensitivity is 85 dB.
The beam delivery system uses a telecentric scanner that minimizes image distortion by producing a flat scan field. Due to the long scan depth required to image the entire crystalline lens, the depth of focus of the delivery system was chosen to nearly match the axial scanlength of the OCT system (%10 mm) and the beam diameter is 60 lm. The delivery system was aligned so that the midpoint of the interferometer scandepth coincides with the beam waist of the focused beam. Images are recorded with 5000 points/ line and 500 lines/image and the lateral scan length is 20 mm.
Refractive index measurement
In a typical configuration, OCT records a series of adjacent axial scans (A-scans) that are used to construct a cross-sectional image of the lens. Each of the A-scans in an image is the depth-dependent intensity of reflections or back-scattering along the beam's path. The distance between peaks in an A-scan is the optical thickness which is the product of the group refractive index ðn g Þ and the geometric thickness ðtÞ of the medium. Normally, one assumes a value for the group refractive index of the sample in order to measure the geometric thickness, however if the optical thickness of the empty sample chamber (without the crystalline lens) is known, both the group refractive index and the geometric thickness of the lens can be measured simultaneously from a single recorded image Sorin and Gray, 1992, 1995. Fig 
Because the lens index is nonuniform, care needs to be taken when determining what refractive index is measured by the OCT system. Individual A-scans in an OCT image are fundamentally a measurement of the optical path length (OPL) seen by the beam. In a medium with a nonuniform refractive index distribution such as the crystalline lens, the optical path length is:
The refractive index that is measured by the system is the ratio of the optical path length to the geometric path length, OPL=t. Substituting this into the above relation, we find that the measured group index is
From the mean value theorem, one can recognize that the measured refractive index is simply the average value of the index distribution seen by the beam. Recalling that the OCT system uses a broadband source and therefore records the group refractive index ðn g Þ, the average group refractive index of the lens at the measurement wavelength of k ¼ 825 nm will be referred to as n g .
Since the OCT system uses a broadband source, the refractive index that is seen is the group refractive index n g , rather than phase refractive index n that would be seen if the light source were monochromatic. In addition, the central wavelength of the light source is in the near-infrared at k ¼ 825 nm. When comparing refractive index measurements, it is more convenient to work with a common wavelength, so the measured index values were converted to a wavelength of 589 nm using lens dispersion data from the literature Atchison and Smith, 2005 . First, the measured group index was converted to the phase index using the following relation Saleh and Teich, 1991: 
Here, n g ðk 0 Þ is the group refractive index at the measurement wavelength of k 0 ¼ 825 nm, nðk 0 Þ is the phase refractive index, and dn=dk ¼ À1:8 Â 10 À5 nm À1 is the slope of the dispersion curve of the crystalline lens at k 0 calculated from the Cauchy equation coefficients in Table 5 of Atchison and Smith, 2005. The phase index at 825 nm was converted to 589 nm using a constant scaling formula derived by Atchison and Smith, 2005: 
Here, k 1 ¼ 825 nm is our measurement wavelength and k 2 ¼ 589 nm is the wavelength at which we are interested in calculating the new index. The refractive index ðnÞ in the scaling formula is calculated from the lens dispersion curve. These are used to calculate the average refractive index nðk 2 Þ based on the measured average index nðk 1 Þ.
Results
OCT scans of three isolated human lenses are seen in Fig. 3 . In each of the images, the entire lens is visible, including a clear view of the anterior surface, the posterior surfaces and the lens equator. The semi-circular structures near the lens equator are the crosssectional views of the O-ring supporting the lens. The bright white The optical thickness of the lens s, and the optical displacement d, of the apparent location of the window surface is measured from the OCT image data. The lens thickness t, and group refractive index ng , are then calculated using Eqs. (1 and 2). lines anterior and posterior to the lens are the sample chamber windows which also produce weaker multiple reflections that are seen as faint horizontal lines in the image. In each of the images, the posterior window surface appears distorted beneath the lens due to the increased optical path length through the lens. The apparent location of the anterior surface of the posterior window is used to measure the axial refractive index.
The beginning of cortical cataracts are seen in 3A and 3B. In Fig. 3B the lens capsule has been damaged near the equator, leading to a capsule separation that can be seen near the anterior pole. Of the 32 lenses scanned, 6 suffered from capsule separations, as previously reported by Augusteyn et al., 2006 . For these lenses, the optical thickness was measured from the images by marking the distance from the anterior to the posterior cortical surface, ignoring any space between the cortex and anterior or posterior capsule. The minimum and maximum distances between the cortex and capsule found for the lenses with capsular separations were 170 and 470 lm, respectively. In Fig. 3C , a clear internal boundary can be seen near the entire circumference of the lens, which may be due to a separation within the lens cortex. It is important to note that none of tissue preparation artifacts appeared to affect the refractive index measurement when the lens thickness was taken from the cortical boundaries.
The thickness and group refractive index of the lenses was measured from the recorded OCT images according to the description in Section 2.3. Fig. 4 shows two A-lines of data taken from a typical OCT scan of an isolated human lens. The upper trace is the sample scan from the central A-line in the image. In it, the lens anterior and posterior surface boundaries are marked z a and z p , and the posterior chamber window is marked z w . The lens optical thickness s ¼ z p À z a is measured by reading the cursor locations of the anterior and posterior surface reflections. The bottom trace is the reference scan from a line of data in the periphery of the OCT image that contains the reflections from the sample chamber windows and is unobstructed by the lens. The optical displacement of the posterior sample chamber window d ¼ z w À z 0 is measured by reading the cursor locations of the real window location z 0 in the reference scan and the apparent window location z w in the sample scan. The geometric thickness t and average group refractive index n g at the measurement wavelength ðk ¼ 825 nmÞ are then calculated according to Eqs. (1 and 2).
The measured lens thickness and refractive index data are listed in Table 1 . For each of the lenses scanned, the average group refractive index n g ðk 1 Þ is converted to the average phase index nðk 1 Þ using Eq. (5). The average phase index at k 1 ¼ 825 nm was then converted to the average refractive index at k 2 ¼ 589 nm using Eq. (6). The average and standard deviation was calculated for all lenses scanned.
The measured average index values for the eyes scanned are plotted as a function of age in Fig (5) . A linear regression of the data resulted in the relation n ¼ 1:415 À 0:000159 Â AgeðyearsÞ (R 2 ¼ 0:32, P < 0:001). The slope of the regression line (À0:000159 year À1 ) and the significance (P < 0:001) suggest that there is a statistically significant decrease in the average refractive index with age, but the low regression coefficient (0.32) suggests that a simple linear relationship does not explain the age dependence sufficiently, and that a different model is more appropriate.
The axial lens thickness as a function of age is plotted in Fig. 6 . A linear regression of the data gave the relation t ¼ 4:19 mm þ 0:0064 Â Ageðmm=yearÞ (R 2 ¼ 0:10, P < 0:05). The increase in lens thickness with age is consistent with models of lens growth, however a simple linear model is not sufficient to explain the age dependence. For younger lenses (<60 years), the thickness appears The axial thickness and group refractive index are measured from the OCT images. All index data are the average refractive index (see Eq. 4). The average phase refractive index at k ¼ 825 nm is calculated using Eq. (5) and this is then converted to the average phase index at k ¼ 589 nm using Eq. (6).
constant with a high degree of scatter. For older lenses (>60 years), there appears to be a sharp increase in the thickness.
Discussion
Accurate refractive index measurements of the crystalline lens are important for the development of surgical treatments for presbyopia. Numerical modeling of the lens is being used more commonly to study the dynamics of accommodation and the effects of aging during presbyopia and these modeling methods rely on accurate measurements of the static optical properties of the lens. The OCT images of the isolated lenses were used to calculate the average value of the refractive index profile along the optic axis. These measurements resulted in a mean value of n ¼ 1:408 AE 0:005 for all of the eyes scanned in the age range 6-82 years. To the best of our knowledge, there is only one published report with measurements of the group refractive index of the crystalline lens with which we can compare our results. Drexler et al., 1998 used multiple wavelength low-coherence interferometry to measure the group dispersion ðDn g =DkÞ of the crystalline lens and found n g ¼ 1:4055 at k ¼ 855 nm which corresponds to an average phase index of n ¼ 1:397 at k ¼ 589 nm (see Section 2.3). However, their method of calculating the average group index ðn g Þ from the measured optical thickness involved using the dispersion of water instead of the crystalline lens, which can introduce significant errors.
The precision of the group refractive index measurement is limited by the axial resolution of the OCT system. Assuming we can reliably locate the peak intensity from a given surface within AE1 lm, we can estimate our group index measurement precision to AE0:0002. However, the conversion from group to phase index introduces two possible sources of error from the uncertainty in the central wavelength of our light source and in the value for the dispersion of the crystalline lens (see Eq. 5). Our light source has a nearly Gaussian output spectrum with a specified central wavelength of 825 nm. We measured the spectrum with a spectrometer and fit the data with a Gaussian function which calculated a central wavelength of 828 nm. Assuming an error of 5 nm in the determination of the central wavelength, this only impacts the calculated index by < 0:0001, which is below our group index measurement precision. The value for the dispersion of the lens ðdn=dkÞ that was used in the calculation represents the best estimate available from a review of published literature Atchison and Smith, 2005 . However, there is significant variation in published lens index data, due in part to the complexity of the lens index gradient. Assuming the published value is accurate within 20%, the error in the phase index calculation is within AE0:001. If however, the dispersion is off by as much as 50%, then error in the phase index may be as much as AE0:004.
The average refractive index measured with OCT was compared to the results of the MRI measurements from Jones et al., 2005 by integrating the sagittal index profiles and dividing by the axial thickness of the section to calculate the average value of the index profile. This results in a mean value of n ¼ 1:411 AE 0:006 for 21 lenses over the age range of 7-82 years. No significant age dependence was found ðP % 1:0Þ due to the large variability. However, there is good agreement between the OCT and MRI measurements; the mean average index over similar age ranges is well within the standard deviation of each technique. This would appear to validate the technique of using MRI to measure the refractive index distribution of the crystalline lens. Furthermore, the results from both the OCT and MRI measurements suggest that the peak refractive index in the nucleus is closer to n c ¼ 1:42 as suggested by Jones et al., 2005 and Augusteyn et al., Augusteyn, Jones, and Pope, 2008 , rather than the more commonly accepted value of % 1:406 since the average value of the index profile ð% 1:41Þ must be lower than the peak value.
A statistically significant decrease in the average index with age was found (À0:000159 year À1 , P < 0:001). However, the age related changes in the average index are small compared to the precision of the measurement technique. If the slope of the regression line is assumed to represent the rate of change, over an entire life span ð% 80 yearsÞ, the total change in the average refractive index will only be % 0:01. The precision of the refractive index measurement is limited by the axial resolution of the OCT system and the accuracy of the lens dispersion data, leading to an estimated precision of AE0:001. A very large sample size evenly distributed over the entire age range would therefore be required to determine a better model of the age dependence.
The increase in lens thickness with age seen in Fig. 6 is consistent with previous measurements of the isolated lens thickness, including the MRI measurements by Jones et al., 2005, which photographic measurements of the isolated lens by Rosen et al., 2006 who found a growth rate of (0.0123 mm/year), and by Glasser and Campbell, 1999 who could not establish a statistically significant growth rate, but did note an increasing trend in the lens thickness with age. One concern when performing measurements on ex vivo tissue is whether its properties have been affected by storage and preservation. Isolated crystalline lenses have a tendency to swell, or absorb water when stored too long before experimentation and fluid tends to pool in "discreet lakes" located near the capsule and around the axis Augusteyn et al., 2006 . Indeed, of the 40 lenses measured in this study, 6 had visible capsule separations that clearly had fluid trapped between the capsule and the cortex. This raises a concern over whether the lens swelling had any effect on the measured refractive index. For each lens measured, the optical thickness that is used to calculate the refractive index was always chosen from the anterior cortical boundary to the posterior cortical boundary, neglecting the capsule and the fluid surrounding the lens cortex. This assures that the refractive index that is measured is due to the lens cell mass and is not influenced by possible tissue swelling. Since the capsule is believed to have a refractive index that is nearly equal to the surrounding aqueous or vitreous Smith, 2003 , the capsule's contribution to the optical thickness of the lens in negligible. Furthermore, fluid trapped in the capsular space has the same refractive index as the surrounding medium, therefore it does not contribute to the measured optical thickness of the lens, and as such, has no measurable effect on the refractive index.
The question remains of how measurements of the average refractive index relate to the development of presbyopia. It appears that as the human lens ages, the refractive index forms a distinct plateau in the central region Jones et al., 2005 Jones et al., , 2008 . Early in life there is a gradual change in the refractive index from the cortex to the nucleus. As new layers of protein are laid down in the cortex, the refractive index in the nucleus increases due to tissue compaction Augusteyn, 2007 until the peak refractive index is reached in the center of the lens. At that point, the refractive index in the surrounding layers increases until a large, optically homogeneous region of constant index is formed. This central region with constant index (plateau) grows faster than the overall lens thickness until the age of about 60 years Augusteyn et al., 2008 . As the refractive index in the cortical layers is increasing during the plateau formation, the overall lens thickness is increasing as well, so the net result is that the average value of the index profile remains nearly constant through the age of about 60 years. This can be seen in the data in Fig. 5 . After the age of about 60, the index plateau has been fully formed but the total lens thickness continues to increase, thereby decreasing the average value of the refractive index profile as the age increases. This suggests that some form of a biphasic model is more appropriate to model the age dependence of the average index.
Other studies of the crystalline lens support this picture as well. In a study of 100 isolated human lenses with an age range of 6-94 years, Borja et al., 2008 measured the surface powers and equivalent refractive index using shadowphotography and lens power measurements. It was concluded that the contribution of the index gradient to the total lens power decreases until the age of about 60 years, at which point it is practically constant. This is consistent with the index plateau model since around the age of 60 years the plateau has fully developed and occupies the majority of the axial lens thickness, leaving only a small region of lower index cortical material. Viewed another way, the young lens could be thought of a single 'thick' lens (the nucleus) with high index surrounded by several 'thin' lenses (cortical layers) of decreasing index. Each of the thin lenses adds refractive power, but with increasing age, there are fewer refracting thin lenses to contribute to the total lens power. It is interesting to note that the relatively recent evidence supporting a refractive index plateau is consistent with Gullstrand's original observations that a reflex from the lens nucleus can only be observed beyond the age of about 30 years since a sharp increase in the index gradient is required to create the reflex.
Summary
In this study, we report the development of an OCT system capable of imaging the crystalline lens with sufficient quality to visualize the formation of cataracts, a clear nuclear region, capsular separations, as well as other internal structures. Individual A-lines in the OCT images were used to calculate the axial average refractive index of 40 human lenses. From the results presented here, the following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) The average refractive index of the lens measured with OCT is 1:408 AE 0:005. This value is consistent with previous MRI measurements of the lens index distribution Jones et al., 2005 and helps validate the use of MRI for refractive index measurements of the lens. This implies that the peak value of the lens index in the nucleus is closer to 1.42 than the long accepted value of 1.406. (2) The average refractive index of the lens showed a statistically significant decrease with age. However, a simple linear model fit the data poorly; more data is required to accurately determine a model of the age dependence. (3) The measured average refractive index as a function of age supports the index plateau model described by Augusteyn et al., 2008 . Up to the age of about 60 years, the average refractive index is nearly constant because the increase in refractive index due to development of the plateau if offset by the increasing lens thickness. After about 60 year of age, the index plateau is stable while the lens thickness continues to increase, thereby decreasing the average refractive index.
talline lens and the anterior surface of the distorted posterior window at location z w . The anterior and posterior surfaces of the lens are z a and z p and the geometric thickness of the lens is t. The geometric distance between the anterior lens surface and the top of the image ðz ¼ 0Þ is t a and from the posterior lens surface to the posterior window is t p . Since the geometric thickness of the sample chamber is fixed for all lines in the image, the geometric thickness of the reference scan line t R ¼ z 0 =n 0 is equal to the geometric thickness of the sample scan line t S , giving t þ t a þ t p ¼ z 0 n 0 : ðA:1Þ 
